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Multifunctional networks have been the darlings of systems neuroscientists since their clear articulation in a seminal review by Peter Getting in 1989 [1] . The anatomical substrate of synaptic connectivity within the nervous system only sets the limits of network inclusion. The ultimate configuration of a functional network, however, depends on hormonal, modulatory and activity state, and the same neurons are configured in different ways by these forces for different functional roles. Getting was led to this conclusion when he realized that the same neurons that participate in local withdrawal reflexes to weak stimuli are configured by strong stimuli to form an escape swimming pattern-generating network in the mollusk Tritonia [2] . Invertebrate nervous systems, owing to their limited cell numbers and identifiably of individual neurons, have contributed most to this concept, because it has been possible to show how a given neuron participates in more than one functional circuit [3] [4] [5] . Still these ideas have infiltrated the thinking of systems neuroscientists working at all levels within the vertebrate nervous system, and progress has been made in research on the vertebrate spinal cord in defining multifunctional interneurons that participate in a variety of movements [6, 7] .
Leading the way has been work on the stomatogastric nervous system that controls foregut movements in crustacea [8] . The stomatogastric ganglion, consisting of approximately 30 neurons, comprises three different pattern-generating networks that form from shifting coalitions of neurons; indeed, some neurons participate in more than one functional network simultaneously and express frequency components of the disparate rhythms that can be quantified as a measure of how much each neuron contributes to each functional network [9] . While this model has been startling in its usefulness and impact on modern thinking, still there are niggling doubters, who wondered whether such extensive multifunctionality would be apparent throughout the wider central nervous system (CNS) in its control of whole body behaviors.
Approaching this issue in the wider CNS has not been easy even with the restricted nervous systems of invertebrates. Assessing the degree that individual neurons participate in different functional networks on a large scale is daunting with single-cell recording techniques.
Moreover, early attempts at defining circuit overlap using voltage-sensitive dyes that permit simultaneous recordings from tens to hundreds of cells produced scary results. Thus Tsau et al. [10] estimated that a light siphon touch sufficient to evoke the gill withdrawal reflex of Aplysia activated some 220 neurons (w20% of the population) in the abdominal ganglion, 110 neurons in the pleural ganglion, and 650 neurons in the pedal ganglion; and Wu et al. [11] estimated that more than 90% of the neurons activated in the abdominal ganglion during the gill withdrawal reflex were also activated during respiratory pumping! Still, these studies pointed the way in the use of voltage-sensitive dyes and by indicating the need to develop and apply analysis tools for interpreting such data.
Enter the medicinal leech. With only 10,000 neurons in its CNS, distributed largely in iterated segmental ganglia, the leech early promised to be ideal for functional circuit analysis [12] , but it lost steam when taking cells two or three at a time descended into drudgery. Still, progress was made and neuronal networks for behaviors such as swimming, shortening and local bending began to be identified [13] . Shaw and Kristan [3] showed that whole body shortening and swimming, two incompatible behaviors, in fact share neurons at all levels of their respective functional networks, from sensory interneurons to circuit-gating neurons, to pattern-generating interneurons. Now, there has been a happy confluence of more refined voltage-sensitive dye monitoring techniques and sophisticated data analysis [14] , permitting a more ambitious assessment of the degree of overlap and independence of functional networks that is dazzling in its elegance.
Briggman and Kristan [15] now report imaging w80% of the neurons of a segmental ganglion (w400) using voltage-sensitive FRET dyes during execution of the swimming and crawling motor patterns in isolated nerve cords. The two motor patterns were elicited from the same nerve cord using different patterns of nerve stimulation. Neurons were associated with each pattern by measuring coherence of their voltage waveforms with identified individual neurons (usually a motor neuron) known to be involved in each network and active at a particular phase in the pattern ( Figure 1A,B) . This procedure not only permitted unambiguous assignment of a neuron to a functional network but also provided a phase measure -the relative timing of an individual neuron's electrical activity in each motor pattern. They found that w188 cells are active in crawling and w90 neurons active in swimming with 84 cells overlapping ( Figure 1C ).
This startling result not only nails down the concept of multifunctionality on a large scale, but also suggests that the ganglionic circuit for crawling is reconfigured into one for swimming by 84 cells shifting their coalition, from their crawling partners to a new coalition with as few as six new members. It also suggests that crawling -as might have been expected from its greater diversity of muscle synergies and antagonisms, its more complex timing and its greater sensory dependencerequires a larger coalition of neurons to be implemented as a functional circuit. Somewhat surprising was the result of an analysis of the activity phase of the overlapping neurons in the two patterns: the activity phase in one pattern was found to have no predictive power for the phase in the other, suggesting that the two functional networks operate with different core mechanisms to produce their rhythmic patterns.
Who are the members of these coalitions? Many of the neurons and their synaptic interactions in the swimming network are known from previous investigation with conventional recording/stimulating techniques [13] , so it was possible to analyze membership partially [15] . Some are the pedestrian hacks we would expect -for example, motor neurons co-opted to play different roles for the different networks -but are there individual neurons that play key, albeit different, roles in the two functional pattern-generating networks? The beauty of the leech and the approach used by Briggman and Kristan [15] is that previously unidentified neurons now shown to be active in both functional networks can then be tested with conventional techniques to determine their respective roles. One such neuron studied, cell 255, can perturb both ongoing crawling and swimming motor patterns when its activity is altered by intracellular current injection, indicating that it indeed plays a key pattern-generating role and will certainly be worthy of further investigation [15] .
Like may papers that history judges as seminal, the new one of Briggman and Kristan [15] raises more questions than it answers; one itches for the detailed circuit analysis that only further electrophysiological experiments can currently render. Perhaps most vexing are questions arising from seeing previously identified neurons known to be involved in one network through the prism of the other. Cell 208 is such a player ( Figure 1B) ; originally identified electrophysiologically as a member of the swimming pattern generator, this neuron was recently implicated by Briggman et al. [16] , using similar imaging and analysis techniques, as a member of a small cadre of neurons that appear to determine the choice of whether the swimming circuit or the crawling network is configuredthe behavioral choice to swim or crawl. Depolarizing this neuron biases the nerve cord to produce the crawl motor pattern, while hyperpolarizing this neuron biases this nerve cord toward the swimming motor program. Cell 208 is now found to be a member of both the swimming and the crawling networks [15] . Apparently after throwing its weight toward which coalition will be formed, it merrily participates in either.
Experience may shape brain structure. Recent studies in which brain connections were traced in monkeys who had learnt a new skill or recovered from an injury suggest that extensive rewiring is possible, even in the adult brain.
Heidi Johansen-Berg
Far from being hard-wired and static, the brain is capable of dramatic reorganisation. As we learn new skills or acquire novel experiences, our brain cells alter the way in which they respond to the outside world to reflect our changing circumstances. These changes in our behaviour and brain function are probably accompanied by structural alterations in the brain. Indeed, in studies on animal brains, it has been possible to visualise very localised structural changes, such as increased branching of the dendritic trees at the ends of axons, which would allow new synapses to be formed between cells. Two recent studies [1, 2] in monkeys have shown that extensive rewiring of brain connections can occur over a surprising scale. One of these studies [1] found that learning a challenging new skill leads to generation of new projections, while the other [2] showed that novel connections are made following localised brain damage (Figure 1) .
Damage to the nervous system provokes cellular and chemical changes that provide an environment ripe for rewiring. Previous studies of adult monkeys with sensory loss following peripheral injury showed that dramatic functional reorganisation of sensory representations is accompanied by structural changes. These changes include growth of novel local connections within part of the somatosensory cortex [3] and the generation of new links between brain stem nuclei, providing a route by which
